English Holiday Homework Class 4
(2021-2022)
IDIOM MAGIC

Learning Outcome: Students will be able to responds
verbally / in writing in English, on day-to-day experiences.
Description-English is an interesting language, it uses
expressions or phrases called IDIOMS from different aspects
of our everyday life and activities like our body parts, food,
clothes etc, which makes our writing and speech colourful and
powerful.
Let’s learn Idioms that are based on body parts- ‘arms of a
chair’ foot of a mountain’, head of the family’, etc.
Material required -The activity may be done in a
notebook/paper and the pictures uploaded directly or on the
pallet.
Methodology-Please watch the following YouTube videos for
clarity on the topicLink- Inanimate Objects With Body Issues
Link-https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=73Vrpslztc&t=95s (idioms on body parts)
Link-https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nGTM3-OYQZg
(idioms)

Then research and write about three other idioms and their
actual meaning that are based on our body parts and two
idioms that you find interesting of your choice. You can
explain and illustrate each idiom in any way you like (literal/
humorous way/figurative) through a video.
Time:2 hrs.
Eg.

Method of submission - Please attach everything that you
want to showcase (video of explanation and pictures of your
artwork) all together on the Padlet link posted in the google
classroom or directly under the assignment created by the
teacher on google classroom.
Linkhttps://padlet.com/lavanyamadhavan/iin4pjiwv2avnifr

Steps to be followed to post on pallet:
*Click the link given for joining my Padlet titled-’Idioms’.
*Click on the ‘ADD’ button on the bottom right of your
Padlet.
*When you get a new window, click on the three dots on the
bottom right of your window for the video options and to
upload your idiom art.

* showcasing your illustration and describing it.
*In case of any difficulty please ‘Turn in’ your video directly
in the Google classroom assignment section.

Resource: AAC Manual-Primary-pg-43. Week 3.
https://ncert.nic.in/pdf/Eight_Weeks_AAC_PrimaryEnglish.pdf

